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Abstract. Harmonizing medical data sharing frameworks is challenging. Data collection and formats follow local solutions in individual hospitals; thus, interoperability is not guaranteed. The German Medical Informatics Initiative (MII) aims to provide a Germany-wide, federated, large-scale data sharing network. In the last five years, numerous efforts have been successfully completed to implement the regulatory framework and software components for securely interacting with decentralized and centralized data sharing processes. 31 German university hospitals have today established local data integration centers that are connected to the central German Portal for Medical Research Data (FDPG). Here, we present milestones and associated major achievements of various MII working groups and subprojects which led to the current status. Further, we describe major obstacles and the lessons learned during its routine application in the last six months.
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1. Introduction

To leverage the power of real world data from all German university hospitals, the medical informatics initiative (MII) was initiated by the German Ministry of Research and Education [1]. Four consortia (DIFUTURE [2], HiGHmed [3], MIRACUM [4], and SMITH [5]) and a national coordination office [6] received funding from 2018 to 2022 to unlock the heterogeneous data silos across the German university hospital landscape and to enable large scale data sharing throughout Germany. Each consortium had independently defined its concept and practical approach towards data sharing within the partner sites of the consortium. Additionally, the MII national steering committee (NSC: comprising coordinators of each consortium, representatives from the national MII coordination office, and the Federal Ministry of Education and Research) was created as an overarching governance structure. Through these structures, a Germany-wide data sharing network across German university hospitals’ data integration centers (DIC) was...
The NSC initiated cross-consortia working groups (WGs) focused on data sharing concepts, patient consent, interoperability, and communication. The final aim of the MII was to support clinical and translational medical researchers by providing access to clinical patient data from all German university hospitals through one central entry portal. The portal enables researchers to:

- get a general overview of data and data types available across all German university hospitals within their local DIC,
- characterize their cohort of interest for planned research analysis,
- perform feasibility queries to retrieve the size of matching patient datasets,
- define data use proposals to request data from all integrated DIC and finally receive the proposed type of access for their research projects (e.g., central or federated analysis).

Such a portal (the German Portal for Medical Research Data = Deutsches Forschungsdatenportal für Gesundheit = FDPG) has been implemented and provided to the German university medicine research community as a beta-release in October 2022 and will be opened for general use in the first quarter of 2023.

The objective of this publication is to illustrate the general MII data sharing framework, the technical status of the FDPG, and the lessons learned from a projectathon in which the FDPG was used as data sharing framework.

2. Methods

Important milestones towards the FDPG have been achieved within the MII working groups “data sharing,” “consent,” and “interoperability,” which tackled the numerous harmonization/standardization tasks required to align all German university hospitals in a joined, large scale data sharing network. Major results are published on the MII website [7]. The FDPG framework consists of three modules. First, a Germany-wide feasibility tool, which was developed and successfully deployed as a sub-project of (1) the CODEX project (COVID-19 data exchange platform: 2020/2021) [8] and (2) the MII- project ABIDE_MI (Aligning Biobanks and Data Integration Centers efficiently: 2021/2023) [9]. Second, The FDPG research proposal management module was developed by a commercial software development partner (Appsfactory GmbH). A third module, a transparency register was set up as a webpage designed to make research projects visible and understandable to patients. Parts of the FDPG middleware are based on consortia concepts and have been integrated into the FDPG ecosystem. The project partners have delivered central components for the portal and matching components for the decentral sites.

The decentral regulatory foundation and the local technical infrastructures were iteratively established at 31 German university hospitals within their DIC. This includes the establishment of associated data (and biosample) use and access committees (UACs) as well as local trusted third parties. To verify the practicability and performance of the FDPG, a MII-wide projectathon was pursued to test data sharing concepts and tools. Four research projects were prepared, submitted, and managed using the FDPG platform.
3. Results

3.1. NSC working group results

The regulatory framework for MII-wide data sharing has been described in UML-based process maps and associated legal documents, such as data/biosample use regulations, contracts, and the data use project proposal form. Results have been discussed and agreed upon in the cross-consortia WG “data sharing,” shared with and consented to by the legal departments of all German university hospitals, and finally approved by the NSC.

To allow the use of patient data, documented primarily within hospitals’ patient care processes for medical research, a comprehensive discussion and consensus process has been initiated by the WG “consent” to define a template for a modular Broad Consent patient information/consent form. After numerous rounds of discussion and revision, it was approved by all German state data protection officers and a WG of all German ethics committees in 2020 [10]. In summer 2021, German university hospitals have started “rollout projects” to implement the patient information and broad consent collection process into local workflows. About 100,000 patients have already signed this consent.

The MII-wide “information model” for a harmonized representation of data to be shared across all German DIC is one of the major achievements of the WG “interoperability.” HL7 FHIR resources form the basis of the MII CDS. Until today, official versions of the six basic CDS modules – patient, encounter, diagnosis, procedure, laboratory data, and medication data, as well as three extension modules – consent, biosample, and intensive care medicine, have been developed, balloted, and approved by the German HL7 community. Implementation guides (IG) are available as simplifier IGs [11]. Data from 7.6 million patients are currently available, including data items for more than 152 million lab results, 85 million diagnoses, and 37 million procedures.

3.2. CODEX and ABIDE_MI results

The COVID-19 data exchange platform (CODEX) was initiated as a joint action of the four MII consortia to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic [8]. One of the platform components was a central feasibility portal accessing the federated FHIR servers in German university hospitals. The architecture and technology for those developments were based on the MII concepts and design principles supporting smooth scalability even within the more complex and comprehensive structures of the MII. Thus, the MII ABIDE_MI project extended the small underlying datasets from COVID-19 patients to encompass comprehensive clinical data from all hospital patients based on the six basic modules of the CDS, the consent module, and the biosample module.

In October 2022, 27 DIC were able to integrate their FHIR servers with routinely collected clinical data into the FDPG framework. Eight biobanks integrated biosample information into DIC FHIR servers. The comprehensive architecture of the feasibility tool, its middleware as well as decentralized local components has been described by Gruendner et al. [12] and Rosenau et al. [13]. The complete system was demonstrated at the MII symposium.

3.3. Projectathon results

New processes and tools for the infrastructure are regularly evaluated in MII-projectathons. The seventh MII-projectathon was dedicated to evaluating the regulatory
framework and the FDPG-tools in combination with tasks carried out by administrative staff, as well as the data preparation and delivery process during the execution of four real research projects (comprising federated as well as centralized analysis). 31 German university hospitals were requested to deliver data. 30 DIC responded to the proposed projects, with 21 DIC participating in at least one project. Overall 42.7% (53 out of 124) responses among the four projects were positive. Thus, sufficient data could be provided for all projects. The main reasons for not providing data were the need for patient consent forms available and the missing implementation of MII CDS modules. All contracts were administered and distributed to participating sites. Currently, signatures are being collected. Data sharing will be initiated once projects are published in the transparency registry.

Regarding the application of the research proposal management module: we learned that too much manual rework and communication to applicants was still necessary by FDPG staff to finalize project proposals with the researchers. This is mainly due to the current lack of FAQs and information in the FDPG web interface. For instance, free text data entry fields for project proposals were unclear and required further clarification. Similar problems emerged regarding user interfaces designed for DIC and UACs. Implemented processes were still novel and required additional clarification by FDPG staff. Integrating decision-making processes into local DIC processes does function but will need to be further optimized in the future. A time critical issue is the laborious process of signing contracts, as not all university hospitals accept digital signatures. Paper-based signature collection – considering the large number of contract partners – is time consuming and represents a considerable burden for all involved. Further, free text descriptions of the required data were not specific enough, requiring clarification cycles between DIC, FDPG staff, and data requestor. In a future release of the FDPG framework, we will provide users with a hierarchical data catalogue, allowing the precise selection of the required data elements to avoid misunderstandings between the requestor and the data provider. We expect additional optimization requirements concerning the processing pipeline with respect to data preparation and delivery when all projects are finished. However, beyond all technical support, there will need to be further organizational process optimization and governance-level decisions to appropriately address the important non-technical issues in data sharing mediated through the FDPG.

4. Discussion and Outlook

The MII aims to share data across all German university hospitals for research. The MII Symposium and the seventh projectathon have shown that MII is close to this goal but far from being lean, fast, and efficient in its implementation of all processes, which is necessary to save operational resources and for enabling high-quality research. To date, due to the results of the CODEX and ABIDE_MI projects, the FDPG is able to give researchers an impression of what data they can request from the university hospitals. After conducting a feasibility analysis, researchers can write a project proposal, and the FDPG supports spreading this proposal to all participating DIC. Local processes have been established at all German university hospitals to review those proposals within their UACs and then accept or reject the proposed project and provide data. As a final regulatory step, a joint data use contract is signed by all data providing sites and the respective project coordinator based on the MII data use contract template. Data provided by the university hospitals for central data pooling and central data analysis were – in the
recent projectathon - collected by one DIC. The individual datasets were integrated into a single dataset and securely provided to the project coordinator. Those results illustrate the success of the presented approach. Most sites responded to the data requests with a high proportion of UACs approving data access. This showcases the acceptance of the processes, especially considering the novelty of this framework.

However, data harmonization across all universities remains challenging. The MII CDS serves as a good baseline but is insufficiently precise for the use-case of federated queries that requires strong data harmonization to fulfill performance requirements. Further restrictions on top of the MII CDS are therefore necessary to ensure interoperability, and shared tooling is required to guarantee data quality across sites. Integration of a FHIR terminology server proved essential to provide a hierarchic search ontology [13] and will in the future be crucial to verify data accuracy and quality. Further enhancements of the FDGP and extensions to the comprehensive FDGP ecosystem (to be implemented in central MII infrastructure projects of the MII 2023-2026 funding phase) will, e.g., add functionality to select required data items from an automatically generated data element catalogue based on the FHIR profiles of the MII CDS, to then automatically extract such data from the DIC FHIR servers and preprocess it for secure data delivery between all data providers, a central data integrating service and the final project coordinator. Further, the contract pipeline is being prepared to support digital signatures. All those steps need to be transparent to researchers and DIC staff, encapsulated within FDGP components and workflows.
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